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We develop crafts as a form of sustainable life, 
we teach marginated women of the company 
a life and substance form.

We have a program for the production of 
completely natural soaps and creams, using 
natural plants of the jungle.

We have a small premises where to sell the 
products at the local level and later we would 
like to go extending, giving little to little work 
to more women.

This project is carried out with another local foun-
dation in hadabuan hill, we are creating a garden 
in the forest with a coffee production and during 
between other fruits, a part serving food for the 
fauna and the other for its production, in this same 
place camps are carried out with young schools 
and universitys where the learn of the flora and 
fauna learn… and everything about sumatra tiger.

Environmental education and 
sustainable agronomy

Local handcraft development



DCB

Wild fauna 
rescue program

The Project Conflict between tiger and population

For this we create a project that involves:
· Collaboration in human-wildlife conflicts
· The rescue of wildlife from poachers
· Environmental education together with sustainable   

agronomy 
· Craft Development

We are in the north of Sumatra the largest island 
in Indonesia and more deforested because of 
palm oil next to Borneo.

Home of the last Tigers and Orangutans in the 
wild, along with numerous other species of fauna 
and flora.

The projects are maintained with personal funds 
and sustainable tourism, we offer activities in 
nature and alternative tours around the country, 
giving work to numerous people.

This social-environmental work is born from 
the idea that we still have time to protect one 
of the most important rainforest ecosystems 
in the world, the jungles of Sumatra.

Slow loris incauted 
to a furtive.

Sumatra tiger footprint. Rescue team managers.

This program just began and is one of the most 
complex. We have created a rescue team for 
animals that have been hunted illegally, species 
that in the black market are very faced and feed 
a whole family per month, depending on animal 
species. Normally there are hornbils, slow loris, 
buhos, rapaces... 

We rescue them, we heal them and after them 
are reintroducidos in the jungle.

For this we collaborate with the forest police and 
the sumatra environment office.

Due to multiple causes between them the disa-
ppearance of their habitat, the attacks of the tiger 
to the livestock of the colinding locations begins 
to be common, we are studying each situation 
and looking for the solution to each conflict.

Putting cameras to monitor the tiger traject.


